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Spandan, the social service wing of SIOM under the umbrella

of SCOPE of SIU, was started for encouraging contribution

to the welfare of the society. The activities of Spandan

sensitize students on various social issues and instil values

and ethics in them.

What started off as a few students volunteering to do something for society has now grown leaps

and bounds involving every student, staff and faculty on the campus dedicating at least one day

every month for the cause. Social Projects have been created around social causes, where students

participate in teams. These projects involve long term as well as need-based work and have been

created after rigorous discussions with the beneficiaries. Hence, all the projects are result-oriented.

Spandan has been working with many NGOs such as Daang Seva Mandal, Maanav Utthaan Manch,

Niradhar, Saaraakash, Vidyaposhak, E-Vidyaloka, Global Parli, Giving Circle and many others for the

last seven years on various projects. Shiksha Vikas, our flagship project is aimed at educating the

underprivileged. Our recent project ASMI, in the field of women sanitation has won us laurels for the

work undertaken. Keeping in view the activities and projects undertaken by the students, one credit

has been set aside in the curriculum. Guiding students on the activities of spandan has been

extremely fulfilling.

-Dr. Ratna Paluri

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE

A NOTE FROM FACULTY INCHARGE

"Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam” translated as "The

World is one Family" - is the fundamental

principle that Symbiosis fraternity holds dear to

heart. Spandan is one of the most perceivable

manifestations of the noble concept at the SIOM

campus.

It is a matter of great pride and pleasure to see our students devote themselves work for social

causes as a team, constantly innovating and learning in the process. We relate our Spandan

activities with leadership and team management that eventually helps them grow as operations

manager. The feedbacks from the social projects undertaken by our students have been

heartwarming and are an encouragement for us to widen the scope of our social engagements.

I would like to congratulate the students and faculties for their zealous efforts through Spandan and

would like to urge them to take on greater challenges in the coming years.

-Dr. Vandana Sonwaney



ABOUT SCOPE

Symbiosis has launched Symbiosis Community Outreach Programme

Execution (SCOPE) with the objective of positively impacting the

community by joint initiatives at the university level. The proposed

areas of focus are Healthcare, Finance and Banking, Technology

computer Literacy, Legal Counsel, etc.

In line with SCOPE initiative, Symbiosis Centre of Healthcare (SCHC)

has launched the Family Doctor Clinic (FDC) and Mobile Medical Unit

(MMU) to cater the healthcare needs of the community in Mulshi

Taluka covering 35 villages and 15000 population. SCOPE envisions a

holistic growth of the area by teamwork with the contribution of all

the Directors of Symbiosis International University.

"Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much", this has

been the motto of the students of SIOM and thus driving a culture of

giving back to society in whatever way possible. Spandan drives the

social outreach programs of SIOM. Formed in July 2012 under the

umbrella of Symbiosis Community Outreach Programme and

Extension (SCOPE) program, Spandan has been undertaking social

projects and activities in and around Nashik municipal area with

active volunteering of SIOM students and faculty. Apart from social

projects, Spandan runs campaigns and conducts awareness programs

for various social, and environmental problems thus inculcating a spirit

of social responsibility amongst society.

ABOUT SPANDAN
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In today’s worldwide pandemic, we are determined to continue the noble work and take this
challenge as an opportunity. In this project powered by Brillio Technologies, we connected with
around 45 students from all over India. The kids regularly connected to the sessions on
Tuesday and Wednesday of every week via Zoom from different parts of India. On Tuesday’s
we taught in Hindi, while on Wednesday we taught in English. 
We worked on enhancing their creativity by showing them creative presentations, animations
and videos which not only kept the kids engaged but also interested in the subjects on which
the presentations were made. Various topics such as mental Maths, science experiments,
geography were covered. Also, various guest lectures and other fun activities and games kept
the sessions more engaging and informative for students.

PROJECTS

BRILLIO – STEM LIVE SESSIONSBRILLIO – STEM LIVE SESSIONS



Vidyaposhak is an NGO based in Karnataka which has around 2200 students in school, 650
students in Intermediate and  600+ students who are currently in their undergrad. Internet
facilities and Smartphones are limited to very few of them. The organization is planning to build
a digital content library of different topics which are useful for the students and later load them
into a memory card and this would be circulated amongst the students. This would enable
students having keypad phones as well to have access to this digital library.  
Team Vidyaposhak had 16 volunteers from batches 2019-21 and 2020-22 creating Digital
Content in form of videos/ ppts / pdfs for Vidyaposhak, for exams such as UPSC and also on
topics such as Communication Skills, Interview Skills, Logical Reasoning, and Quantitative
Aptitude which would help students appearing for Bank Exams, SSC and other MBA entrance
Exams.

In this project, students had been regularly teaching the kids of many rural schools in and
around Nashik of standard 1st to 10th through online zoom platform. The sessions were filled
with many interactive events like storytelling days, art and craft workshops, Communicative
English sessions and many other activities to boost the creativity and confidence of kids. Also,
one-to-one mentoring and career guidance sessions were carried out for the students preparing
for their board examinations.

VIDYAPOSHAKVIDYAPOSHAK

  E-LEARNINGE-LEARNING



The current pandemic situation does not allow students to go to school for regular classes, due
to which underprivileged students especially from rural India were missing out on primary
education. To bridge the gap Evidyaloka Trust, a not-for-profit organization that focuses on
transforming the educational landscape of rural India, started the initiative of recording class
sessions and broadcasting it over television to reach the larger student population in rural India. 
Team Pathshala comprising of volunteers from SIOM 2020-22 batch were contributing to this
cause by creating video tutorials in several regional languages like Hindi, Tamil and Telugu.
This helped children mostly from government schools receive e-quality education for a
promising and rewarding future.

During this pandemic, there has been an academic pause for most school students, especially
in rural areas. Since smartphones and internet is still a luxury for these students, the idea of
phone mentoring came up. The target group were the students from 6-9th standard, with due
consensus from the school and parents. 
As part of the project, one mentor was allotted to one student mentee for a daily interaction of
30 minutes, for a period of 30 days. The mentors engaged in the phone sessions trying to
impart knowledge on various topics such as English words, moral stories, GK, sports, science
etc and also tweaking the topics according to the interests of the mentee. This resulted in the
overall development of the student mentee.

E-VIDYALOKA SPANDAN COLLABORATIONE-VIDYALOKA SPANDAN COLLABORATION

BRILLIO PHONE MENTORINGBRILLIO PHONE MENTORING



Fangane is a place located in Murbad Taluka, in Thane district of Maharashtra state, India.
According to census information, the total population of Fangane is 496 living in 114 houses,
among them the male population is 250 and the female population is 246.
The village is very underdeveloped and most of the household use firewood to cook food.
They also rear livestock but not in very large number.
Partner NGO: Saaraakassh (http://saaraakassh.net)
Project objective: Providing rural families of Pejwadi with small bio-gas digesters for domestic
use. The aim was to make these biogas digesters available to the village residents so that the
cow dung locally available can be used to produce gas which can be further used for the
domestic purpose such as cooking, also the slurry obtained after use is rich in nutrients and
can be used as a fertilizer, the project aimed to educate local farmers about its benefit and
encourage them towards its use. We worked with a team of 11 members.
We were suggested to use this method by the NGO already working in the areas as it would
be low cost, easy to maintain and will help establish its usefulness to the villagers and us.

ASMI is a women sanitation project initiated by students by SIOM in collaboration with the
NGO Dang Seva Mandal. It aims at generating awareness about sanitary health and safety
practices to be used during menstruation so as to reduce drop-out rates from rural schools
and eliminate the taboos associated with periods. Asmi won the Sandvik India Diversity Award
and is now focusing on making the women of rural and tribal areas self-sufficient in regard to
sanitary health. ASMI has currently started working on awareness through various social
platforms.

SAARAAKASHSAARAAKASH

ASMIASMI



Swasth Akshar was an initiative to spread awareness of Good Health and Well Being under
the guidance of SCOPE. “Prevention is better than cure” is the ultimate motive of the
initiative. Cost of drugs and diagnostics process constitutes a major portion of the health
expenditure in India. More than that due to unawareness of necessary precautions that need
to be taken and the initial approach to go for treatment. COVID-19 was a phase which made
everyone aware and got special attention through different medias, but there are many
diseases whose AWARENESS DAYS are celebrated once in a year worldwide to highlight
the importance of educating everyone about causes, effects and remedies aligned with the
problem. The beneficiaries were the Students and Teaching, Non-teaching faculties of SIOM
Nashik along with the followers of SPANDAN and SIOM Instagram Page. Apart from this, the
target was also to create awareness content to beneficiaries involved under the “Unnat
Bharat Abhiyaan”.

GLOBAL PARLI: EMPOWERMENTGLOBAL PARLI: EMPOWERMENT

Project Benefited farmers in the village and adjoining villages by being able to sell their farm
produce at good MSP.
The initial phase included identifying markets/supplier/firms where the farm produce can be
sold and in the later phase, we are planning set up a chain between supply and demand
sides.

The project from Global Parli is based on creating forward linkage supply chain such that the
farm produce from farmers reaches to the market.
Impact of the project:

SWASTH AKSHAR



Right to Education – Robin Hood Army was a mentorship project to promote Quality
Education goals. Due to the Covid-19 lock-downs most of the students of the area who
studied in Zilla Parishad schools were deprived from regular classes and were lagging behind
in their curriculum. Robin Hood Army was already in contact with these students and
SPANDAN team provided required support to those students. The mentor-ship project aimed
at providing guidance and support to underprivileged students in their school curriculum as
well as providing extra knowledge as per their interest and requirements. Team members
conducted session on different online platforms as per convenience of students on weekends.
Total of 21 kids from Colaba Chapter of Robin Hood Army were benefited from this initiative. 

Reducing food losses and waste is essential in a world where the number of people affected
by hunger has been slowly on the rise since 2014, and tons and tons of edible food are lost
and/or wasted every day. Food loss and waste also puts unnecessary pressure on the natural
resource base and on the environment, depleting the natural resource base and generating
greenhouse gases. Team Radiance comprising of 7 volunteers from SIOM contributed to this
cause by creating presentations and other relevant content. This helped children understand
the importance of food and  motivated them to reduce food wastage.

RIGHT TO EDUCATION-ROBINHOOD ARMYRIGHT TO EDUCATION-ROBINHOOD ARMY

BRILLIO - FOOD SENSITIZATIONBRILLIO - FOOD SENSITIZATION



During this pandemic, there has been a lot of disruptions in the works of the Zero Hunger
SDG. Due to the risky nature of spreading COVID-19, it’s extremely dangerous to go out in
the field for the work, dangerous for both the volunteer and the one who’s in need. For this
purpose, the team is trying to work on Seva Kitchen’s model of Neki ka Pitara.
As part of the project, a fridge (Neki ka Pitara) would be installed in Symbiosis hospital in
Pune. Known as the fridge of kindness, everything in the Neki Ka Pitara would be free for the
needy patients and their relatives. A social worker from the hospital would open the Pitara
once everyday. It can be filled with fruits, amul kool, amul lassi, soyamilk, juices, biscuits, dry
fruit, dates, biscuits etc, this would be done by a dedicated group of donors who would keep
the fridge stocked 365 days a year. This would give at least some relief to the patients & their
family.

NEKI KA PITARANEKI KA PITARA

PROJECT MUSKAANPROJECT MUSKAAN
The Clothes Donation Drive was conducted in the SIOM campus from (March-
July) during which faculties, staff and students and SIOM donated clothes,
blankets, shoes, books, stationary, toys etc. The collected items were donated to
National Association for Blind (NAB), Nashik.



ACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTS



ACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTS

A CALL TOA CALL TOA CALL TO
CORPORATES!!!CORPORATES!!!CORPORATES!!!

Brridge the divide of social engagement projects by engaging corporations
around common sustainability initiatives.
Leverage the technical skill set of the student cohort to achieve  common goal.
Explore the possibilities to drive business innovation and social impact.
Extend support/synergy for a greater impact.
Improve business with enhancing social and environmental performance and find
new market opportunities through partnerships with non-governmental
organizations (NGOs).
Share values that underpin economically and socially successful societies.

With our collaboration, we can:

There is no greater joy nor greater reward
than to make a fundamental difference in

someone's life.
 

- Mary Rosa McGeady



Symbiosis Institute of Operations Management
Plot No.A-23, Shravan Sector, New Cidco, Nashik-422008.
Tel no:(0253)2376107/2376108.
Fax: (0253)2379959.

https://www.facebook.com/siom.spandan/
https://www.instagram.com/spandan_siom/
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